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TEXTURE ALIGMENT

Do you know the texture 
aligment tool in SL viewer 

Its not easy to do texture 
alignment in SL

Like brick wall roofing or even 
tuiles









  

TEXTURE ALIGMENT

The guide face must be 
planar

What is the difference between 
Planar and default

Lets check that





  

I stretch on the Y axis.
See how the texture change 

with the  shape

Yes , and if I swicth to polar 

Let see



  

Same stretch with planar.
Now default the U and V 

value dont change and the 
shape stay similar

Nicer but I still dont get it 

Default texturing is like 
painting the texture on the 
prim. If you change it,  it 

changes with it. 

And with planar it does not. l

Its like  a movie projection on 
a screen



  

The texture that we use as 
guide to align too must be 

planar and set as you wish. 
Then you can use the tool to 

allign the others to it.

 goes in 4 steps :
1) select the face to align.
2) make it planar 
3)hold shift  and also select 
the face to align to 
4) select align 

Show me







  

Done

 goes in 4 steps :
1) select the face to align.
2) make it planar 
3)hold shift  and also select 3)hold shift  and also select 
the face to align to the face to align to 
4) select align 





  

Neat!!!

 I did it for the whole set in 
one shot. 



  

I see the texture patern aligning 
themselve its great....

 To do the side select one first 
then the guide face and align

Then select the rest of the 
tops and align to the first top 
aligned. 



  

ALIGN TEXTURE TOOL

● Use select face in the texture tool tab

● Use planar texturing and prepare your guide face texture the 
way you want it .

● Select the face(s) you want to align. 

● Set planar texturing. 

● Hold Shift and select the guide face to include it in the set. (the 
guide face must be last to be selected)

● Tick the align box. 

● Sometime it might already be tick then untick and tick again. 

Comment or questions do not hesitate gimisa@yahoo.fr 
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